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Shark euro pro x sewing machine 8260 manual

The image is not available for color: Raise the grip lever to that highest point by turning the hand grinder towards you. Yarn sequence in illustration. Continue to draw the thread down and go to the Needle Thread Guide bar. Enter the yarn through the eye of the needle from front to back.
Leave about 4 of the yarn loose behind the needle. If you need the full tutorial manual, you can find it here. Euro-pro 8260 Sewing Machine Instruction Manual. $4.99 This is a download manual. Please check your email after purchase. Euro-pro 8260 Sewing Machine Instruction Manual.
Includes: * Threading machine. * Change needles. * Bobbin winding/threading. * Adjust yarn tension. * Presser feet. * Select stitches. * Zigzag. * Blind stitches. * Embroidered. * Accessories. * Change lamp. * Cleaning feed dogs and shuttle racing. * Shooting trouble: Causes and
treatments. * Much more! 66 page tutorial manual. English, Spanish, French. Advertising ▼  Go to page 2 Of 75 Advertising Thank you for your participation! * Your assessment is very important for improving work Artificial intelligence, which makes up the content of the project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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or continuing to browse otherwise.
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